Onsets of binary events are often of interest to political scientists; whether they be regime changes, the occurrence of civil war or the signing of bilateral agreements, to name a few. Often researchers transform the binary event outcome of interest, by setting ongoing years to zero, to create a variable which measures the onset of the event. Whilst this may seem an intuitive way to go about estimating models where onset is the outcome of interest, it results in two problems that can affect substantive inferences. Firstly it creates two qualitatively different meanings for a unit-time period to have a zero, which estimators are unable to "know". Secondly it ignores the possibility that variables may have differing effects upon binary event onsets and durations. This paper explores how much this transformation can harm our substantive inferences by analytically demonstrating the resulting bias and the use of Monte Carlo experiments, as well as offer recommendations to avoid these problems. I also use the sensitivity analysis approach of Hegre and Sambanis (2006) to examine how substantive inferences are affected by this issue. In doing so I find that there is considerable difference in the size of estimated coefficients and whether a variable is considered a robust determinant of civil war. * Thanks to
Introduction
Many researchers often are interested in the onset of binary event outcomes in political science. These interests span many fields, such as: what determines the onset of civil wars? Under which conditions do countries experience regime change? When do countries decide to sign preferential trade agreements? All of these, and many more, questions deal with the occurrence of a binary outcome, and often use time-series cross-sectional data in order to get leverage upon the answers.
With the widespread use of this form of data, there have also been a variety of ways at which researchers attempt to get at the determinants of onsets. Typically this comes in two forms: researchers either typically set ongoing years of the event to zero or instead set ongoing years to missing. Table 1 highlights that the most common approach is to set ongoing years to zero.
1 Whilst this may seem like a fairly innocent decision, the choice of transformation has direct consequences upon the reliability of the estimation. Importantly setting ongoing years to zero contains two features that can be problematic for applied research.
Firstly, the ongoing years of the event receive the same value as years when the event does not occur. However the estimator of choice does not "know" this information. 2 Secondly, this transformation implicitly assumes that the ef-1 List compiled through searching for articles with the keyword "onset" in the Political Science and International Relations category of the Social Sciences Citation Index, as of August 2013. From this the first 200 records were downloaded, dating back to 2005. Of these 200, 65 of the papers had empirical sections that analysed the onset of a binary event. I was not able to code the form of the onset variable in 12 cases, due to a lack of description of the variable or replication data. The list of papers, and coding of their analyses, is included in the supplementary materials.
2 As will be discussed in the next section this is typically not a problem if a one period lag of the untransformed binary outcome is included in the estimation equation, as in Fearon and fect of independent variables upon onset and continuation of binary events is identical. As a result approximately 65% of papers published examining onsets of binary events, potentially face issues with regard to the reliability of the estimates. This is not to say that all researchers are unaware of the potential pitfalls of setting ongoing years to zero. For example Hegre and Sambanis (2006) in an extreme bounds analysis of the onset of civil wars, where they set ongoing years to missing, state: "The alternative way is to code periods of ongoing war as 0s (except the year of onset), but countries with ongoing wars may have a systematically different risk of a new war, and we would need to control for that as well as to consider the effects of the ongoing war on the other explanatory variables.". However not all existing work is so upfront with the choice of outcome transformation in estimation. Often it is not even explicitly discussed how the onset variable is generated, with only 55% of articles doing so. This leaves other researchers having to explore replication data to find out that ongoing years have been set to zero.
In this paper I show how transforming a binary dependent variable in this way leads to biased results and poor confidence interval coverage. I also demon- The paper proceeds as follows. In the next section I discuss the potential problems in setting ongoing event years to zero, by analytically demonstrating the bias this results in. In the third section I run Monte Carlo experiments to examine how sensitive results are to setting ongoing years to zero, under the conditions where regressors have differing effects on onsets and continuation of binary events. The results show that setting ongoing years to zero results in substantial bias, which is avoided with the use of a first order Markov model or including a one period lag of the untransformed variable. In the fourth section I then replicate a sensitivity analysis of the determinants of the onset of civil wars by Hegre and Sambanis (2006) . Whilst this analysis does not suffer from the problems discussed in this paper as ongoing years are dropped, replicating the analysis by additionally estimating the models with ongoing years set to zero provides a sense of the distribution of how inferences are affected by this transformation. For four of the ten variables that are statistically significant at conventional levels, the classification of statistical significance is dependent upon whether ongoing years are set to zero or not. In addition there
can be large differences in the estimated coefficients due to the choice of setting ongoing years to zero. The final section summarises these insights and offers guidance for avoiding these issues.
Estimating Onsets
A common technique to estimate the effect of variables upon a binary event onset is to transform the binary outcome variable y, into a new "onset" variable here denoted as y . The transformation takes the form:
This transformation results in the years after the initial onset of the binary event being set to zero, so long as the binary event is still ongoing. Doing so results in a variable that can be considered to measure the onset of the event of interest. Table 2 illustrates the use of this transformation for a unit experiencing binary events over time. To illustrate the problems with this approach, I analytically examine the degree of bias. 3 To do so I assume a general data generating process in the form of a first order Markov transition model (Jackman, 2000; Przeworski et al., 2000; Beck et al., 2001; Przeworski and Vreeland, 2002) :
For the simplest case I start with the assumption that there is no state dependence in the form of the state you are in affecting the baseline probability, δ = 0, and in the form of the independent variable having differing effects given the state inhabited, γ = 0. This reduces the data generating process to a standard binary dependent variable estimation. Defining the true value of the dependent variable as y T , the data generating process is
where the constant term α is dropped for ease of notation.
Let y refer to the transformed version of the variable previously discussed, where researchers set continuing years of the event to zero. Due to this transformation the new data generating process is:
Given this expression the true data generating process can be rewritten in the following latent variable form,
Note that the nature of the transformation results in a form of omitted variable bias, as long as all that is entered into the estimation is x i,t . To understand the extent of this bias, we focus on the expression that includes x i,t . First write this omitted variable in the form of a linear projection on x i,t :
We then substitute this expression into (6) resulting in:
Biased coefficient
Misspecified error term
From this expression we can sign the bias of the parameter associated with x i,t .
If there exist observations where y 6 It should be noted at this point that including y T i,t−1 in the estimation equation, as in Fearon and Laitin (2003) reduces this particular form of bias. This is because the omitted variable term includes y T i,t−1 , therefore including this in the estimation corrects for this issue. However this does mean that the parameter associated with y T i,t−1 should not be interpreted in a causal way, i.e. as the likelihood of onset given there is currently an event occuring.
The Issue of State Dependence
We now move on to seeing how the bias is affected when the data generating process involves state dependence. In particular we will focus on the case where the independent variable has a different effect upon onsets and duration, γ = 0.
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Our new data generating process is:
As before y i,t is the transformed version of the dependent variable where,
Now we write this data generating process in latent variable form:
Omitted variable from transformation (11) This expression is similar to before, with the addition of the state dependent effects. However unlike before the bias is more dependent upon features of y T i,t−1 and y T t . The expression containing the state dependent effects can take on 7 Again for ease of exposition we omit the constant term α as well as the change in constant term when a country is experiencing a binary event δ.
the following values dependent upon y T i,t−1 and y
Thus the the form and severity of this bias will depend upon the frequencies of Whilst we can know the frequencies of y i,t and y i,t−1 before estimation we do not know β and γ, thus we can not be certain a priori the extent to which inferences will be biased. However as we know features of the dependent variable some features of the bias are apparent. In particular dependent variables that measure rare events will likely have little bias due to the large number of cases where y T i,t−1 = 0 resulting in a value of zero for the omitted variable expression. This is why setting ongoing years to zero in the context of dyadic interstate war data will lead to little bias.
However onsets of civil war and democracy whilst being rare events differ in a key way. Whilst these onsets can be classified as rare events, the incidence of civil war and democracy are not. This results in a considerable number of observations where the omitted variable expression will not equal zero, due to the presence of ongoing years. Further discussion of this issue is located in the next section.
Having demonstrated the bias that can arise when researchers transform ongoing years to zero, I now implement a Monte Carlo study. In doing so we can also learn about how the transformation affects 95% confidence interval coverage and root mean squared error, as well as the bias of estimates. To do so I define the data generating process as
where is drawn from the logistic distribution with mean zero and variance π 2 /3. The outcome variable y i,t then takes a value of one when y * i,t is greater than zero, and the value of zero otherwise. I focus on two quantities of interest: bias and confidence interval coverage.
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Both of these quantities are derived from the general formula:
In the case of biasθ is equal to the mean estimate of the effect of x upon onsets, β, for each model and θ is the true value of this parameter defined in the experiment. 11 In the case of 95% confidence interval non-coverageθ is the proportion of 95% confidence intervals that include the true β for each model and θ = 0.95 which is the nominal 95% confidence interval coverage. Therefore non-coverage is interpreted as the difference in percentage points between the observed 95% confidence interval coverage and the expected 95% coverage. bias for models 1 and 2 is approximately five times larger in absolute terms than that of model 3, and also results in considerably worse 95% confidence interval coverage.
Whilst these problems appear small in general, the performance of models 1 and 2 can be significantly worse dependent upon features of the data analysed.
Therefore I move on to showing how aspects such as the proportion of observations where y = 1, as well as the number of observations recoded both as a proportion of observations in the sample and of observations where y = 1, affect the quality of inference from the models. In doing so I illustrate cases where simply setting ongoing years to zero comes at a significant inferential cost, as well as cases where there is little harm doing so. Unsurprisingly as the proportion of events in the sample increases, the performance of models that simply set ongoing years to zero decreases. At low levels of events in the sample, particularly when 5% or less of observations of y = 1, models that only set ongoing years to zero have similar performance to those that take into account whether the binary event is still ongoing.
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However beyond this point performance of models 1 and 2 considerably worsens. For example when the proportion of observations where y = 1 is 15 to 20% of the sample, there is greater bias and worse confidence interval coverage 13 This suggests that empirical applications using dyadic country year data that set ongoing years to zero do not suffer from problems. For example dyadic studies of interstate war since World War 2 have a proportion of observations at war equal to 0.3% King and Zeng (2001, pg. 694) . Figure 1: Bias and confidence interval non-coverage as a function of the proportion of y = 1 in the sample. Model 1 is a logit with a cubic polynomial of time since last event, estimated on an outcome variable where ongoing years are set to zero. Model 2 is a logit with a cubic polynomial of time since last onset, estimated on an outcome variable where ongoing years are set to zero. Model 3 is a first order Markov transition logit, where event incidence is the outcome variable. Model 4 sets ongoing years to zero and includes a one period lag of the untransformed dependent variable.
in models 1 and 2.
14 In this range the average bias is approximately 4 to 5%
for models 1 and 2, which simply set ongoing years to zero. In addition approximately there is 10 to 20% less coverage of the estimated 95% confidence intervals, than the 95% expected when appropriately constructed. This is in comparison to the first order Markov transition model (3) and the model that includes a one period lag of the untransformed depdendent variable (4) which both suffer from negligible bias and have a mean 95% confidence interval coverage of that does not differ from 95%.
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I now examine how these quantities of interest vary dependent upon the number of ongoing years set to zero as a proportion of the entire sample. Figure 2: Bias and confidence interval non-coverage as a function of the proportion of observations of y recoded in the sample. Model 1 is a logit with a cubic polynomial of time since last event, estimated on an outcome variable where ongoing years are set to zero. Model 2 is a logit with a cubic polynomial of time since last onset, estimated on an outcome variable where ongoing years are set to zero. Model 3 is a first order Markov transition logit, where event incidence is the outcome variable. Model 4 sets ongoing years to zero and includes a one period lag of the untransformed dependent variable. show that as the proportion of observations recoded increases, the performance of models 1 and 2 that solely set ongoing years to zero worsens. In addition as the effect of x upon the onset of the binary event increases, bias and lack of confidence interval coverage increases. In contrast models 3 and 4 which include information on whether the unit is still experiencing the binary event perform considerably better, in terms of having little bias and appropriate 95% confidence interval coverage. Figure 4 shows how the performance of models is affected by the number of ongoing events set to zero, as a proportion of the number of observations where the dependent variable equals one.
17 Examining these associations we can see that both bias and confidence interval coverage worsen as the proportion of the dependent variable increases.
I also subset these results into categories based upon the proportion of observations where y = 1 in the data displayed in 5. This is done to further understand how the number of ongoing years set to zero as a proportion of the number of observations where y = 1 affects the performance of estimators, and to see how these two aspects interact with one another. In doing so we can see that the effect of the proportion of y's recoded conditional upon the frequency of y = 1 does not differ considerably across different overall proportions of y's in the sample. Rather issues of bias and confidence interval coverage seem to be 17 Similar to figure 2 the unconditional Loess curve shows the same non-monotonicity for the same two reasons noted before. Therefore I follow the same approach as in 3 and estimate separate Loess curves dependent upon the absolute value of beta. In summary the Monte Carlo estimates offer a number of points to consider when estimating onsets of binary events in time-series cross-sectional data:
• As the proportion of observations that are recoded in the sample increases, models that set ongoing years to zero without incorporating information about whether the binary event is still ongoing perform poorly in terms of bias and confidence interval coverage.
• Whilst setting ongoing years to zero and including a one period lag of the untransformed variable (as in Fearon and Laitin (2003) ) results in relatively larger bias than estimating a first order Markov model, the difference is typically small in absolute terms.
• It is safe to estimate models where ongoing years are set to zero if the proportion of observations is small, i.e. less than 5%. Typical dyadic timeseries cross-sectional data on the onset of interstate war or the signing of preferential trade agreements for example tend to have proportions of event years less than 1%. However beyond this range there are inferential issues. There is considerable bias when the proportion of observations lies between 15 to 20 percent, which is typical for data on civil war incidence.
• Whilst root mean squared error is similarly large for all models when the proportion of y = 1 in the sample is low, root mean squared error decreases faster and remains smaller when estimating a first order Markov model or including a one period lag of the untransformed dependent vari- 18 See figures 1 to 3 in the appendix. 19 The structure and notation of this discussion closely follows HS, for ease of comparison.
where γ is the dependent variable, y is a vector of three variables that appear in every model 20 , z is the variable of interest, and x is a vector of three variables taken from the set χ of variables of interest.
Whilst HS follow the approach of Sala-I-Martin (1997), there are some notable differences motivated by the subject of interest. Following HS the vector of three variables are GDP per capita, population size 20 For this replication I use five variables, as will be subsequently discussed in the main text. This is due to using a cubic polynomial of time as suggested by Carter and Signorino (2010) instead of a decay function of time, as it allows for non-monotonic hazard rates which is the most common approach in the literature. The spline approach of Beck, Katz, and Tucker (1998) also allows for non-monotonic hazard rates. 21 Categories are located in table 1 in the supplementary materials.
and time since last conflict. I differ from HS by using a cubic polynomial of time since last conflict, instead of their monotonic decay function of time, to ensure greater comparability with current empirical approaches in the literature which allow for non-monotonic effects of time since last conflict. In addition HS include both GDP per capita and population are included as their natural logarithm, which is the same here.
The procedure then takes the following form:
1. Choose a variable z from the set of variables of interest χ.
2. Calculate all unique three element vectors x from the remaining variables of interest that are not of the same category as z.
3. Randomly sample without replacement 5000 of the 3 element vectors. 
Results of the Replication
In presenting the results of the replication I focus on variables that are statistically significant, with a weighted p-value of less than 0.05, in at least one of the models. 24 There are ten variables out of the full set of eighty-eight that are found to have robust effects upon the onset of civil war, given the chosen threshold for statistical significance. Figure 6 plots the size of the coefficient capturing the onset effect of independent variables for both the model setting ongoing years to missing and the first order Markov model, relative to the coefficient estimated when setting ongoing years to zero. In addition the weighted p-values for these variables for all three models are included.
In examining figure 6 we see that four of the ten variables are classified as either statistically significant or insignificant, dependent upon whether ongoing 23 This approach does not rely on the assumption that the distribution of the estimates of β zj is Normal. Inspection of the distributions of estimates shows that the distributions are skewed and/or are non-monotonic either side of the point of maximum density of the distribution, implying non-normality. 24 Results for all variables are located in the appendix. Whilst there are numerous issues with the use of p-values as a mode of inference they are nonetheless the dominant measure used by applied researchers to test hypotheses of the effects of variables of interest. To summarise, replicating the sensitivity analysis of HS finds that for a significant proportion of variables whether or not they are classified as robust determinants of the onset of civil wars is dependent on whether ongoing years of conflict are set to zero or not. In addition to impacting statistical significance tests the choice of transformation also leads to considerable changes in the substantive impact of variables, with some coefficients changing by twenty percent or more dependent on the model estimated. As approximately 42% of the research surveyed for this paper simply set ongoing years to zero, reducing this percentage would improve the inferences found in the literature given these findings with actual data as well as the Monte Carlo evidence.
This paper has shown how the seemingly intuitive idea of creating an binary onset variable, where ongoing years of the event are equal to zero, from a binary event outcome can cause unintended harm in time-series cross-sectional data. Importantly some degree of bias occurs regardless of features of the independent variables, apart from when variables have no effect upon the onset of the binary event.
Thankfully there are fairly simple means by which to better estimate these processes. Monte Carlo analysis has shown that a simple first order Markov transition model is better able to recover the effect of variables on onsets. Whilst one would think that setting ongoing years of a binary event to zero is unproblematic in the case of no state dependence, there still exists bias even if the variable of interest has equal effects on the onset and continuation of an event. It is also important to note that the inclusion of variables to account for temporal dependence, as recommended by Beck, Katz, and Tucker (1998) and Carter and Signorino (2010) , do not account for the bias induced by transforming the dependent variable.
The insights of the analytical and Monte Carlo demonstrations of bias are illustrated by a replication of a sensitivity analysis of the determinants of the onset of civil wars by Hegre and Sambanis (2006) . I extend their analysis which drops ongoing years of conflict, by also estimating models where ongoing years are set to zero and a first order Markov model. Doing so provides an indication of the distribution of inferences that are affected by choosing to set ongoing years to zero. The statistical significance for four of the ten variables considered as robust determinants is dependent upon whether ongoing years are set to zero.
Furthermore there can be considerable differences in the size of the estimated coefficients as a result of whether ongoing years are set to zero or not. This suggests potential inferential issues for the approximately 42% of research surveyed for this paper that simply set ongoing years to zero.
Moving forward researchers should be more aware of how a simple transformation can seriously affect substantive inferences, and follow the recommendations regarding specification and dependent variable coding offered in this paper. At a minimum researchers should include a one period lag of the untransformed dependent variable as in Fearon and Laitin (2003) . Yet in doing so researchers should keep in mind that it is not correct to interpret the associated parameter in any causal way, it is simply an adjustment to "inform" the estimator of the recoding in the dependent variable. In addition researchers should take care to examine whether there are state dependent effects for independent variables. Whilst it may seem slightly more complex, it is the case that standard binary estimators are nested within the first order Markov transition models.
As such there is much to learn from moving beyond homogeneity by default, by testing rather than assuming that variables have identical effects upon onsets and durations.
